
This is the place

} Library Orientation and 
Information Literacy



} This Power Point program is 
a “living document.”  That 
means it is constantly being 
revised and expanded.

} The program you are seeing 
now is longer and more 
extensive than it was for 
the previous class.

} Future programs will be 
longer and more extensive 
than it is right now.



} Hours of operation:

} Mon: 10:00AM to 7:00PM
} Tues: 8:30AM to 7:00 PM
} Wed: 10:00AM to 7:00PM
} Thur: 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM
} Fri: 10:00AM to 7:00PM

} Library patrons can borrow 
up to 10 resources at a 
time.

} Fines for over-due 
resources are levied at .25 a 
day.

} Speaking of “resources” 
what are resources?



} The Library has several different collections:
◦ The Main Collection
◦ The Reference Collection
◦ The Reserves
◦ The Historical Collection
◦ The Antiquarian Books Collection
◦ The Oversize Collection
◦ The AV Collection
◦ The Biblical Languages Collection
◦ The Staff Development Collection
◦ And more



} Turn off the ringer on 
your cell phone when 
you arrive at the 
library.

} PLEASE take any phone 
calls out of the library



} If you have small 
children, PLEASE  do 
not bring them to the 
library (it’s alright to 
bring children to the 
library if they are old 
enough that they can 
sit still).

} Concerning food and 
drinks in the library:

} No food
} Drinks, but only if they 

are in a container with 
either a lid or cap on it.



} Budget permitting, the 
Library keeps a copy of 
each text book for each 
class taught there and 
these can be used for up to 
three hours at a time.  

} Reserve books must stay in 
the library.  

} If you are smart, you will 
buy your own textbooks, 
because often times, more 
than one student will want 
to use the Reserve textbook 
at the same time.  This can 
be a problem.



} How do you find the 
books you need in the 
NLTS Library catalog?

} https://nlts.populiweb.co
m/library/catalog/index.
php

https://nlts.populiweb.com/library/catalog/index.php


} Once you’ve found the 
books you need in the 
catalog, how do you 
find them on the shelf?

} (Hint: anyone who knows the 
alphabet and can count can find a 
book on a shelf)



LoC Main Reading Room

} While most school and 
public libraries use the 
Dewey Decimal 
classification system, 
most academic libraries 
use the Library of 
Congress classification 
system.

} When you see the letters 
“LC” or “LoC” in libraries, 
they almost always refer 
to the Library of Congress.    



} The LC classifications 
start with a letter or a 
pair of letters.  

} Classifications are 
subdivided into smaller, 
more specific sub-
classes with the use of 
numbers.  

} This is done in order to 
accommodate a vast 
array of books on very 
specific and specialized 
subject matter.

BV       ←
4811   ←
B 355
1960



} The call number on the 
spine of a book also 
includes a Cutter 
number.  

} The Cutter number 
turns the author's 
name into a code.  This 
is a letter followed by 
two or three digits.  

BV
4811
B355   ←
1960



} (Now pay attention 
because now I am getting 
to the confusing part.)  

} When you look at a 
Cutter number, you have 
to think of these 
numbers as if they 
followed a decimal point, 
so a Cutter number like 
B4 comes after B335 on 
the shelf.  (.4 is a bigger 
number than .335).

BV
4811
B355   ←
1960



} After the Cutter 
number comes the year 
that the book was 
published.

BV
4811
B 355
1960   ←



} After providing college-level information 
sources, the librarian will often provide 
guidance for library patrons in locating and 
evaluating information resources.  This is a 
concept known as information literacy.  

} Information literacy is knowing how to find
information and evaluate its quality.

} (Memorize this, because you are going to be tested on it later).

} In the digital age, finding diverse sources of 
information can become complex.



} Quality sources of information
} Finding and using the best, most accurate 

and reliable sources of information is 
absolutely critical to good scholarship.

} The sources that make up the bibliography of 
your research papers are like the foundation 
of a building.  Your building (or research 
paper) is only as good as the foundation (or 
sources) it is based on.



} These days we often hear that libraries and 
librarians are becoming obsolete because of 
the abundance of information that is available 
through the Internet.

} But the fact is, it is the job of the librarian to 
help library patrons work their way through 
that information in order to find information 
that is accurate, reliable, and appropriate to 
the patron’s needs.

} So we still need librarians.



} Primary sources are written first hand by 
historical participants (like St. John’s Gospel,  
George Washington’s papers, a Civil War 
soldier’s letters, or Martin Luther King’s letter 
from the Birmingham jail).  

} Many of these source are found in archival 
repositories at historical societies, or research 
universities like UNC Charlotte.

} Some of the more famous primary sources 
have been published into book form.



} These are sources 
written by a researcher 
who used primary 
sources.  

} These are books and 
articles, found in 
libraries.



} Mostly, tertiary sources are things like 
dictionaries, encyclopedias, almanacs, and 
census records.

} (Commit these three sources to memory.  You will be tested 
on them later.)



} All of the knowledge that professors carry 
around in their heads and teach to their 
classes is also found on the shelves in 
libraries, in books and in academic journals.  

} This body of knowledge is constantly growing 
in size and it is constantly growing more 
accurate, more specific and more detailed.  

} In all areas of study, we know more now than 
we did a few years ago.  Knowledge that is a 
few decades old is mostly obsolete.  This is 
especially true in science and technology.  



Erasmus

} Fortunately, theology is 
something that doesn't 
really grow obsolete.  

} People are still reading 
the works of:
◦ St. Thomas Aquinas, 
◦ Sir Thomas More, 
◦ Desiderious Erasmus,
◦ Martin Luther, 
◦ John Calvin, 
◦ John Locke
◦ John Wesley,
◦ Billy Graham and more.



} However, there are aspects of science that 
affect religious studies, such as biblical 
archeology, euthanasia, counseling, cloning 
technology and the like.  

} These are fields of study where current 
information is much more valuable than 
information that is many years old.  

} So if you are doing research in these areas of 
study, it is a good idea to try to find sources 
that were published relatively recently.



} College professors are expected to make a 
contribution to their discipline, and doing so 
means engaging in research, writing about 
their research, and getting their writings 
published into book-form or in academic 
journals.  

} The things that professors write and get 
published ultimately turn up in libraries like 
ours.

} That’s how this corpus of knowledge grows.



} Professors at research universities (like the 
Ohio State University, the University of 
Michigan, and UNC Charlotte) are under a lot 
of pressure to get their work published, in 
order to achieve tenure. 



Some books written by 
NLTS faculty

} Professors from New 
Life also write about 
their research in 
theology and urban 
ministry, and some of 
them have made public 
presentations of their 
work.  Others have 
written books and 
articles and gotten 
them published.



} When professors write articles, they submit 
them to academic journals with the hope that 
the editor will chose to publish them.  Before 
an article is published, it is called a 
"manuscript."  

} Even if an editor chooses to publish a 
manuscript, that manuscript has to go 
through a very long and difficult review 
process by other experts in the field.  This is 
known as the Peer-Review process.



} It takes a long time for a professor to write an 
article and work its way through the peer-
review process.

} Subscriptions to peer-reviewed journals are 
expensive, too!



} Just about every academic discipline has its 
own association, and each of these 
associations conduct seminars, offer 
programs in continuing education, and also 
publish their own journals.

} If you see a magazine title that says 
“The journal of …” it is almost a certainty that 
it is a peer-reviewed academic journal.

} These days, most of these journals and their 
articles are available in electronic format and 
can be accessed online.



Click on any of these links for 
Wikipedia articles on these subjects

} The articles found in 
Wikipedia are not peer-
reviewed, so you are not 
allowed to use them for 
your research.

} However…
� There is a practice called “data-

mining” that you can use.
� Just look at the bottom of 

wikipedia articles to find their 
bibliographies.

� You can usually use those 
sources if they have been peer-
reviewed.

http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Martin_Luther

https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Cloning

https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Euthenasia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Luther
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euthenasia


} ATLA is the 
abbreviation for the 
American Theological 
Library Association.  

} ATLA produces and 
maintains an online 
database of over 250 
e-journals containing 
articles dealing with 
theology.  

} https://nlts.populiweb.
com/library/catalog/in
dex.php

https://nlts.populiweb.com/library/catalog/index.php


} This database contains tons of information 
from hundreds of thousands of peer-
reviewed articles and it also contains the full-
text of most of those articles. 

} In other cases, where it does not provide full-
text articles, it contains abstracts of articles.



} One of the things that is required of the 
students of NLTS is that you must sign an 
ATLASerials Usage Agreement--actually two 
copies of them--one for you to keep and one 
for the Librarian’s files.



Sign and keep for your files Sign and mail in to the NLTS Librarian

} ATLASerials Access and Usage 
Agreement

} As a currently enrolled student or presently 
employed member of the faculty and/or staff of 
New Life Theological Seminary, I understand 
that I am given access to the ATLASerials online 
database only so ling as I remain in that 
relationship with the Seminary.  I also 
understand that I am NOT to share the access 
information with anyone else,.  This means I am 
not to give the user name, nor password to any 
other person.  My signature indicates my 
understanding of this rule and my agreement to 
obey this rule.

} ___________________________ date __________

} ATLASerials Access and Usage 
Agreement

} As a currently enrolled student or presently 
employed member of the faculty and/or staff of 
New Life Theological Seminary, I understand 
that I am given access to the ATLASerials online 
database only so ling as I remain in that 
relationship with the Seminary.  I also 
understand that I am NOT to share the access 
information with anyone else,.  This means I am 
not to give the user name, nor password to any 
other person.  My signature indicates my 
understanding of this rule and my agreement to 
obey this rule.

} ___________________________ date __________



} What is a database?

} A database is a computer program that is 
made up of records, and each record is made 
up of fields, and the data in the fields is 
searchable.  

} The information contained in databases is 
constantly being updated.  That’s why 
subscriptions to databases are so expensive.  



} The ATLA database is 
accessible from the 
Populi Library page.  
Just click on [Catalog] 
and look to the right 
side of the screen, and 
scroll down for 
something that looks 
like this:

} The EBSCO eBook Collection 
and the ATLA database can 
be accessed by visiting: 

http://search.ebscohos
t.com/login.aspx?authtype
=uid

Please ask the librarian 
for the log-in credentials.

http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx%3Fauthtype=uid


} At this point you can conduct a search in the

ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials

} Or the 

eBook Collection (EBSCOHost) 



} You can search for resources according to:
◦ Abstract
◦ Author
◦ Scripture citation
◦ Sources
◦ Subjects
◦ Subject Genre
◦ Title

◦ And many other search options



} The ATLASerials database allows you to 
perform boolean searches.  

} What is a boolean search?  



} _____ AND ______

} _____ OR ______

} _____ NOT _____

} Peanut Butter AND  Jelly

} Peanut Butter OR  Jelly

} Peanut Butter NOT  Jelly



} Can you think of any examples that would 
apply in seminary studies?



} Counseling and therapy
} Counseling or therapy
} Counseling not therapy

} Martin Luther and John Calvin
} Martin Luther or John Calvin
} Martin Luther not John Calvin



} You can also conduct a search on:

} [text] and/or/not
} [author], and/or/not
} [title], and/or/not
} [subject]

} Or in almost any other combination.
} Boolean searching is very flexible.



} You can also do searches on people, both as 
an author and as a subject.

} Keep in mind that some people wrote a lot 
and a lot has been written about them, such 
as:

} Martin Luther
} John Calvin
} Sir Thomas More
} Billy Graham
} and many others



} The New Life Library also has over a thousand 
e-Books

} These are searchable and accessible the same 
as e-Journal articles, and are found in the 
same place in Populi Library.

} https://nlts.populiweb.com/library/catalog/i
ndex.php

} E-Books can be transferred onto e-readers 
like KindleFire, Nook and i-Pads.

https://nlts.populiweb.com/library/catalog/index.php


} A previous librarian at NLTS (Seth Allen) 
developed several instructional tutorials with 
YouTube.

} These tutorials provide additional information on 
◦ how to do searches on our catalog, 
◦ the ATLA database, and 
◦ how to format your research papers in the Chicago 

(Turabian) format.
} Make a point of viewing each of these tutorials!
} http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL1DC7D1

93DD73F4AA

http://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Flist=PL1DC7D193DD73F4AA


It is the role of the librarian in academic 
libraries to provide college-level information 
sources for your research assignments.  

Now that you are in the realm of higher 
education, you will find yourself often doing 
research in a variety of subjects and writing 
lengthy and analytical papers about those 
subjects.  

Without a well-equipped library, doing the 
research necessary to write your papers 
would be impossible.



} Librarians often look for "teachable moments" 
so that the students will become less reliant 
on the librarian for assistance.  Freshmen 
students usually need a lot of assistance from 
librarians, while graduate students need very 
little.

} (The head librarian has also been known to provide guidance 
to students on how to write their research papers).



} DON’T PLAGIARIZE!!!!
} What is plagiarism?
} It is stealing the words of other (without 

acknowledging the source).
} When you write your research papers, you are 

supposed to do research, and quote your 
sources…

} …but be sure to enclose any quote within 
quotation marks and cite the sources 
correctly.



} If you do not have access to the New Life Library 
because you live far away:
◦ Check on your local public library, its hours, Inter-Library 

Loan participation, etc.  
◦ Get to know the reference librarians on a first-name basis.
◦ Check to see if there are any colleges/universities in your 

area and if so, see if you can buy a library card there (you 
probably can).  Get to know their reference librarians on a 
first-name basis.
◦ Check to see if your state has a public library consortium (it 

probably does).
◦ Log on to the Christian Classics Ethereal Library and 

bookmark it on your computer.  http://www.ccel.org/

http://www.ccel.org/


} You can still check out books from the NLTS 
library (at our expense).

} We can mail any circulating book to you 
(provided you are willing to mail it back at 
your own expense).



} … our image 
} And what we do…





} In addition to attending to your needs, I also have to:
◦ Manage a budget,
◦ Attend committee meetings (I’m on 9 different committees)
◦ Manage staff,
◦ Purchase books,
◦ Catalog books, 
◦ Find out what kind of resources students and faculty need,
◦ Attend more committee meetings
◦ Greet prospective students and try to impress them,
◦ Report to the President and the Board of New Life,
◦ Learn the latest technology and apply it to the Library,
◦ Write grant applications and raise money,
◦ Participate in the planning of the annual Library Reception,
◦ Attend professional conferences and seminars,



} Record chapel services,
} Burn recorded chapel services onto DVDs,
} Attend more committee meetings,
} Revise and update the library web-page,
} Provide more reference service for patrons,
} Record monthly library and circulation statistics,
} Fix the copier,
} Help students find books and journal articles for their 

research papers,
} Set up student laptop computers with wireless connections,
} Attend more committee meetings,
} And much, much more.



704-334-6882 ext 104 704-334-6882 ext 111

} And don’t be afraid to 
ask questions, even if 
you need to review 
something we’ve 
covered before.


